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Transform allows for a less expensive computation of the derivatives o r of the nonlinear terms. This last method i s numerically cheaper, but i t s analysis involves a non t r i v i a l formulation of the equations in appropriate weighted Sobolev spaces w i t h the Chebyshev weight, the properties of which are given in [BM 11.
An outline of the paper i s as follows. Section I I i s devoted to the definition of the discrete approximation spaces and collocation problems, first in the homogeneous case, then i n the inhomogeneous one. In Section I l l , we recall the convergence results of [BMM] and [BCM] f o r the Stokes problem i n the homogeneous case, then we complete them for inhomogeneous boundary conditions. In Section I V , the analysis i s extended to the Navier-Stokes equations, i n both cases of homogeneous and inhomogeneous boundary conditions, Finally, in Section V , the techniques required by the numerical implementation of the method are presented and examples of numerical results are given.
Notation
The norm of any Banach space E i s denoted by IIsIIE , For any pair (E,F) of Banach spaces, Z:(E,F) represents the space of continuous linear mappings from E into F. We mean by A o B the tensorial product of any sets A and B in a Banach space, while Ae2 i s the tensorial product of A by itself. I n a l l that follows, c, c' ... are generic constants, independent of the discretization parameter.
In Sections I I to I Y , we shall work in the square fl = ]-1 , 1 [ 2 . Let us precise some notation about this domain. The generic point i n fl w i l l be denoted by x = (x,y) (or sometimes by (x, , x,)). We introduce the corners aJ , J E ZL/4Z, of fi (where aJ+, follows a, counterclockwise), and call f the edge w i t h vertices aJ-, and a, ; for any edge f J , J E IL/4iZ, nJ i s the unit outward normal to fl on r, and T~ the unit vector orthogonal to nJ , di rected coun tercl oc k w ise. We also recall that, for any ir!eger m 2 1 , the semi-norm Finally, we can apply a rotation and a translation to define similar Sobolev spaces on any segment of length 2 i n IR2. We use the same notation as before to indicate them, as well as their norms.
The Chebyshev weight on the square fl i s defined as w(x) = p(x) p(y). Let L i ( f l ) = ( cp : fl --+ I R ; Jn cp2(x) W ( X ) dx < +oo } be the Lebesgue space associated w i t h the measure w(x) dx, provided w i t h the inner product We also introduce the space L i , o ( 0 ) of functions q i n L i ( Q ) such that In q(x) o ( x ) dx i s equal to 0.
Variational formulations I n order to treat the Legendre and Chebyshev approximations simultaneously, we introduce a letter A which i s L in the Legendre case and C in the Chebyshev case, a parameter IX equal to 0 i n the Legendre case and to -1 / 2 i n the Chebyshev case (this i s the power of ( 1 -c2) involved i n the corresponding weight). For instance, the symbol H i ( Q ) stands for the space HS(n) in the Legendre case (A = L , IX = 0) and for the space H: (n) i n the Chebyshev case (A = C, o( = -1 /2).
To w r i t e appropriate variational formulations of equations (1.1 ) and (1.31, we f i r s t consider the boundary condition (l,2), Let us assume that the function g i s such that the gJ = g, , (1.171, gJ(aJ) = gJ+l(aJ) J E z14z a (1.231,
We begin by introducing the collocation framework, especially the collocation grid.
Then, we present the collocation discretization of the Stokes and Navier-Stokes equations provided w i t h homogeneous boundary conditions. That leads us to define suitable discrete spaces of pressures. Finally, we can extend the collocation problems to the case of inhomogeneous boundary conditions.
11.1. The collocation f r a m e w o r k , Let us introduce some monodimensional notation. For any nonnegative integer n , P , ( A ) denotes the space of restrictions to A = 1-1 , 1 [ of polynomials of degree G n. We shall use two families of orthogonal polynomials on A :
1 ) the Legendre polynomials ( L, , which are orthogonal for the measure d t , normalized by the following condition : the Legendre polynomial L, , n p 0, i s of degree n and satisfies L,(-c I ) = ( 2 1 1, ;
2) the Chebyshev polynomials ( T, = cos (n Arccos t ) I n 3 , which are orthogonal for the measure o ( t ) d t ; of course, the Chebyshev polynomial T, , n P 0, i s also of degree n and satisfies T,(& 1 ) = ( 2 1 )n.
In order to have a unique notation in the Legendre and Chebyshev cases, we introduce, for each real number oc > -1 , the Jacobi polynomials ( J :
which are orthogonal for the measure ( 1 -t2)' d t . Since J : i s of degree n and such that J: (+ 1 ) = ( 2 1 )" r ( n t o c t 1 ) I n ! r ( N + 1 ) ,
where denotes the Euler's gamma-function, the Legendre polynomial L, coincides w i t h J," , while the Chebyshev polynomial T, i s equal to 4" [(n!I2 / (2n)!] J,"2. Finally, we recall that the J : , n 2 0, are the eigenfunctions of a Sturm-Liouville operator, more precisely they satisfy
( 1 1 . 1 ) ((1-t ) J,')' + n(n+2octl) (1-t J, 0 .
We refer to [ DR, 8 1.131 for the properties of these orthogonal polynomials.
2 ut1 a 2 a u Next, let N be a fixed integer p 3. We denote by t; , 0 G j Q N, the zeros of the polynomial ( 1 -t 2 ) J:' , w i t h -1 = to < t 1 < ... < t i = 1 . There exist weights 64 , 0 4 j G N, such that the Gauss-Lobatto quadrature formula (11.4) i s exact for any polynomial i n P 2 N -, ( A ) . We shall need the interpolation operator C," associated w i t h these nodes : for any function cp in eo(x>, Cicp belongs to P N ( A ) and satisfies Now, let us consider the two-dimensional domain n = 1-1 , I [ 2 . For any nonnegative integer n, we denote b y Pn(n) the space of restrictions to R of polynomials of degree < n w i t h respect to each variable, i.e. the space P,(A> o P,(A); we also introduce the space P,O(n) of polynomials of Pn(n) which are equal to 0 on the boundary an. 3," on the g r i d E," in the following way : for any function q i n co(a), 3,"q belongs to P,(n) and satisfies (11.7) 3,"lp(x) = Y ( X ) , X E ; , .
Finally, to discretize the Navier-Stokes equations ( I . 1 ) ( l . 4 ) , let us consider the [BMM] [BCM] that the space P,(n) contains "spurious" modes for the pressure, i.e., polynomials the gradient of which vanishes at the collocation nodes of Z t n 0 ; of course, even i f they can be solved numerically (see Section V ) , the collocation problems cannot be well-posed i f any of these modes belongs to M, , hence we have to characterize them. More precisely, for i = 1 or 2, we define the subspaces (II.18) Z~A,N = ( qN E P,(n); v VN E p i ( n ) 2 , biA,N(VN t 9, ) = 0 ) I Let us also introduce, i n the Chebyshev case, the polynomial s, of P, ( A ) which satisfies
Finally, we need the Lagrange polynomial r j associated w i t h each node tf , 0 Q j Q N : r j belongs to P,(A), i s equal to 1 i n tf and to 0 i n any other node t$ , 0
We have [BMM, Lemma V. 1 
In Section V , the reader w i l l find practical ideas for solving this system, i n particular how to choose a convenient set of degrees of freedom for the pressure.
The collocation p W f o r inhomoaeneous bow-.
In this paragraph we assume that f belongs to eo(nI2 and that the boundary data g are such that the g, = glrJ , J E ZL/4iZ, satisfy (I: 15) and ( I . In the following sections, it w i l l be proven that the four discrete problems are well-posed.
The convergence of the method in the case of homogeneous boundary conditions has already been thoroughly analysed [BMM] [BCM], hence we only recall the results. Then, we extend them to the nonhomogeneous case.
111. This w i l l be used i n the following section.
J 11.7. The case of W v x r~~a e n e o u s boundaru condltionsL
Our purpose is now to study the discrete problem (lI.22lA (lI.27lA . Since we needan element i n the space of t r i a l functions X, that satisfies, i n a discrete sense, the boundary condition (1.21, we state the following l i f t i n g result that can be derived from [BMl, Prop. V. 1 1.
m m a I I I . 1 : There exists an operator Q; from the subspace o f a l l polynomials
into P,(Q) such that, for any such polynomial 9, ,
Moreover the following estimate is satisfied We are going to introduce a slightly different approximation to the Stokes problem (l,3)(1.2)] that satisfiesconditions (1.16) and (11.26). I n a l l that follows, weassume that, if (u,p) i s the solution of (1.3)(1.2), the function u belongs to H;(nI2; then, we set Then, we deduce the lemma from Lemma 111.2.
1.21, that implies
Similarly we can obtain an e r r o r bound between uN ar.J GN . Finally, in order to get now an e r r o r bound between 6 and 6 , , we note that problem The aim of this section i s to obtain, for the discrete problems ( 1 1 . 1 6), (11.9), and (I 1.3 1 1, (I 1.271, , convergence results similar to those which were proven i n the linear case. We begin b y describing the main tools of the analysis, together w i t h some properties of the exact equations. Then we establish some technical lemmas. This allows us to prove the convergence and to give e r r o r estimates for the velocity i n both the homogeneous and inhomogeneous cases. Finally, e r r o r bounds are also derived for the pressure. Next, we consider the nonlinear term. We f i x a function f i n H,'(nl2 and a function g i n B, , and we define the following mappings 2) It follows from (IV. 17) and from the continuity of the operator DG (see Lemma I V . 1
Proof : Let wN be any element i n XN . We have We consider the Navier-Stokes equations (V. 1 l(1.2) w i t h null right-hand side 1. For a given function g satisfying the assumptions ( I , l S ) , (1.16) and (ll.26), we introduce the subspace X,(g) of a l l polynomials in X, satisfying the boundary conditions ( l l , 2 7 ) A .
known in x,(g) x P,(cI), and we seek (u,"*' c') in xN(g> x P,(o) such that Let (u," , q,") be any initial quantities in X,(g) x P,(n). We assume that ( u i , qi) is This problem can be handled w i t h standard linear system algorithms. Indeed we can associate w i t h each operator Li , i = 1 o r 2 , the operator Ti defined from C'(fi) into PN(n)
, x E z," n an .
(ii) Velocitu corrector and --utati qn, - I n order to solve the problem (V.7), we introduce an operator from P,(Q) into PN(n) which connects the pseudo-pressure q to div v. We f i r s t define the operator grad i n the following way : for any rN in P,(n), g z d rN belongs to PN(n)2 and satisfies (V.8) (grad rN)(x) = (grad rN)(x) , x E E," n n , I ( gEd rN)(x) = 0 , x E z," n an .
Then, weset, for any rN i n P,(O), (V.9) At-, = -6t div (I-' grad rN) , Thus, we can consider the two following problems: Find qN in P,(n) such that (v. 10) (94.9, + div U/+; , s&qN + div U:,+;)A,~ and, secondly : Find vN in P;(nI2 such that
In the computations, we handle the resolution of (V.7) by solving the system (V. 1 O)(V. 1 1 ).
Hence, we are going to prove that the equations (V. 10) and (V. 1 1 ) are equivalent to (V.7). we obtain (a(+, ( I-x2)")/i3x)(x) = ZnN. , Gn(y) n ( n t 2 0 c + l ) J:(x) ( 1-x2Ia, so that the degree of q N w i t h respect to y i s < N. Using a similar argument for the variable x , we deduce that qN belongs i n fact to PN(n), Next, we compute
That implies by (Y. 12)
In the case I) = 0, we have proven that
From the ellipticity of this form on P;(fl), we deduce at once that q N i s equal to 0, hence that g z d qN i s equal to 0 , and qN belongs to Z,A,N , 2) In the case 73 > 0, denoting by c(N) the norm of the operators a, and a2 on the space p N ( n ) provided w i t h the norm ll,ll1,A,fl and w r i t i n g L -id = -9 a, -9 a2 + t)2 a l a 2 , we obtain 0 2 c IIVN I I ; , A, * -9 [ 2 C(N) t 9 C ( N )~I IIJINII;,A,~ s whence the result for T) small enough.
From the two results of t h i s lemma, we derive respectively the two following (V. 14)
propositions. Problem (V. 14) i s solved through a finite difference preconditioning method which involves the operator L defined in (V.3). Thus, pN is computed as the l i m i t of the following
2) i f x i s a corner, assuming for instance that x i s equal to a, = (e:, e,"), The numerical experiments were performed in domains of R3 with curved geometries, i n which we generalized the previous algorithm. Indeed, we can use spectral techniques i n a curved connected open set h c R 3 , i f there exists a one-to-one function 5 which i s sufficiently smooth and maps the reference cube fl = 1-1 , l [3 onto h. Thanks to the function 9, a problem initially set i n fi i s brought back to the cube fl.
The set of spurious modes for pressure can be identified for three-dimensional problems [BMM, Lemme V. 1 ] [BCM, Remark IV.31 , and we can obtain a well-posed problem for the Navier-Stokes equations in a cube as has been done i n the two-dimensional case.
Moreover, we refer to [ l e , Chap. 2 and 31 f o r detai,; about Liscretization o equations in curved geometries.
Navier-Stokes
Let x = (x, , x2 , x3) and = (2, , i2 , g3) denote the generic points of C I and f i , respectively. I n our numerical applications, we have considered the set fi to be defined as a curved hexahedron of R 3 , two opposite sides of which are plane and parallel. Without restriction, we assume that these two sides are parallel to the plane i 2 = 0 . The nozzle ?I i s then defined from i t s boundary : let f i : = [ -1 , l l2 -+ R 3 , 1 < i 4 4 , be the parametrizations of the four other sides (see Figure V. 
) .
The function 9 can be defined as follows : for x = (x, , x2 , x,), we set = ( ( 1 +x3)/2) f 3 (~1 , x, ) + (( 1 -x3)/2) fl(xl , x2> + (( 1 +x,)/2) [ # 4 (~2 I ~3 ) -(( 1 +x3)/2) f 4 (~2 , + 1 ) -(( 1 -x3)/2) f4(x2 , -1 >I + (( 1 -x,)/2) [f2(x2 , x, ) -(( 1 +x3)/2) f2(x2 , + 1 ) -(( 1 -x3)/2) f2(x2 , -1 11 , Clearly, we have %(an) = ah. Moreover, we assume that the function 9 i s one-to-one and that $(n) = h. This last property can be deduced from hypotheses of smoothness concerning the function 9 (see [Me, Chap. 3, Th. V. 11 ). The aim of t h e p a p e r i s t o s t u d y a c o l l o c a t i o n s p e c t r a l method t o approximate t h e Navier-Stokes e q u a t i o n s : o n l y one g r i d i s u s e d , which is b u i l t from t h e nodes of a Gauss-Lobatto q u a d r a t u r e f o r m u l a , e i t h e r of Legendre o r of Chebyshev t y p e . The c o n v e r g e n c e i s proven f o r t h e S t o k e s problem p r o v i d e d w i t h inhomogeneous D i r i c h l e t c o n d i t i o n s , t h e n t h o r o u g h l y a n a l y z e d f o r t h e Navier-Stokes e q u a t i o n s . The p r a c t i a l i m p l e m e n t a t i o n a l g o r i t h m i s p r e s e n t e d , t o g e t h e r w i t h numerical r e s u l t s .
Distribution Statement
64 -Numerical A n a l y s i s
